Dielectric Properties and the Phase Transition of Pure and Cerium Doped Calcium-Barium-Niobate
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ABSTRACT

The complex dielectric constant of pure and cerium doped calcium-barium-niobate (CBN) was studied at frequencies \(20 \text{ Hz} \leq f \leq 1 \text{ MHz}\) in the temperature range \(300 \text{ K} \leq T \leq 650 \text{ K}\) and compared with the results for the well known ferroelectric relaxor strontium-barium-niobate (SBN). By the analysis of the systematically taken temperature and frequency dependent measurements of the dielectric constant the phase transition characteristic of the investigated materials was evaluated. From the results it must be assumed that CBN shows a slightly diffuse phase transition without relaxor behavior. Doping with cerium yields a definitely different phase transition characteristic with some indications for a relaxor type ferroelectric material, which are common from SBN.
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1. Introduction

The ferroelectric material strontium-barium-niobate (\(\text{Sr}_x\text{Ba}_{1-x}\text{Nb}_2\text{O}_6\), SBN) is well known for its excellent pyroelectric, piezoelectric, electrooptic, acoustooptic, photorefractive and non-linear optical properties [1-4]. But SBN exhibits a low phase transition temperature of about 353 K for the congruently melting composition with 61 mole% strontium content (SBN:61) which hampers its applicability.

By the search for an alternative for SBN the isostructural material calcium-barium-niobate (\(\text{Ca}_x\text{Ba}_{1-x}\text{Nb}_2\text{O}_6\), CBN) was found. CBN is a novel tungsten bronze which was first grown as single crystals a few years ago [5]. CBN offers similar physical properties like SBN, so it is also well suited for a wide range of applications. One difference is that CBN has an about 200 K higher phase transition temperature for the congruently melting composition with 28 mole% strontium content (CBN:28) which hampers its applicability. By the search for an alternative for SBN the isostructural material calcium-barium-niobate (\(\text{Ca}_x\text{Ba}_{1-x}\text{Nb}_2\text{O}_6\), CBN) was found. CBN is a novel tungsten bronze which was first grown as single crystals a few years ago [5]. CBN offers similar physical properties like SBN, so it is also well suited for a wide range of applications. One difference is that CBN has an about 200 K higher phase transition temperature for the congruently melting composition with 28 mole% of calcium (CBN:28) [5]. This is one of the main advantages of the material compared to SBN. The existence region of CBN with 0.2 \(\leq x \leq 0.4\) of calcium content is smaller than the region for SBN with 0.32 \(\leq x \leq 0.82\) for experimentally realized compositions [6,7].

In literature it was found that CBN does not show a clear relaxor like behavior as SBN [8]. To investigate the phase transition behavior in more detail, in this work the dielectric properties of pure and cerium doped CBN are studied. The measurements of the dielectric constant and a comparison to the results of SBN are used to study the character of the phase transition of CBN. For SBN it is well known, that the material shows a relaxor type phase transition and that there is an influence of the concentration and type of rare earth dopants on the phase transition temperature and characteristic [9-12]. Previous investigations on CBN were mainly done on undoped crystals without methodical investigation of the dielectric constant. This paper presents the systematical measurement and analysis of the temperature and frequency dependency of the dielectric constant of CBN, cerium doped CBN (CBN:Ce) and a comparison to SBN to get a characterization of the phase transition of CBN for the doped case, too.

2. Experimental Details

All investigated crystals, pure CBN, cerium doped CBN, and SBN were grown by the Czochralski technique from the congruently melting composition with \(x = 0.28\) and \(x = 0.61\), respectively. The cerium doped samples were grown from a melt with the congruently melting composition and a cerium content of 1%. For the measurements c-cut samples were used. The thickness of the samples was in the range of 1 to 4 mm and the c-faces were polished to optical quality. To electrically contact the samples the c-faces were covered with silver paste and then
the samples with the silver paste electrodes were heated up to 670 K to get reproducible results. Otherwise one would measure side effects from the electrodes. The complex dielectric constant \( \varepsilon = \varepsilon' + i \varepsilon'' \) was calculated from the values of the capacity and dissipation factor measured with an Hewlett-Packard 4284A LCR-meter in the temperature range from 300 to 650 K for the CBN samples and from 300 to 460 K for SBN. The measurements were performed in a frequency range from 20 Hz to 1 MHz and taken under isothermal conditions. To ensure that, the CBN samples were heated with a low rate of 20 K/h with respect to their larger thickness of 3 - 4 mm. The SBN samples were only about 1 mm thick and were therefore heated with a higher rate of 60 K/h by a Peltier element. To achieve the higher temperatures, a high precision laboratory oven was used. As electrical field for the measurements about 3 V/mm were used to minimize the influence on the sample and to obtain minimal noise.

3. Results and Discussion

The experimental results for the complex dielectric constant of CBN, CBN:Ce and SBN are shown in Figures 1-3. Both materials CBN and CBN:Ce show a ferroelectric phase transition indicated by the peak in the real part of the dielectric constant, as it is known for SBN.

The phase transition temperature was estimated as the peak temperature at a frequency of 20 Hz. For CBN and CBN:Ce phase transition temperatures of 552 K and 462 K, respectively, were measured, which are considerably higher than the value of 354 K for SBN. The cerium doping causes a lowering of the phase transition temperature of about 76 K compared to undoped CBN. Such a lowering of the phase transition temperature by doping with rare earth elements is known from SBN [12,13].

Regarding the absolute value of \( \varepsilon' \) it has to be pointed out that the values for CBN are about forty times larger than the values of SBN and the values of CBN:Ce are still by a factor of four greater. The absolute values for \( \varepsilon'' \) show nearly the same behavior.

The frequency dependency of \( \varepsilon' \) and \( \varepsilon'' \) is shown as an example for the case of CBN:Ce in the inset of Figure 2. From low to high frequencies the value of \( \varepsilon'' \) decreases and starts to increase at very high frequencies again. \( \varepsilon'' \) shows qualitatively the same behavior but there is a more dramatic increase in the high frequency range.

All samples show a relatively broad peak in the dielectric constant around the phase transition temperature (Figures 1-3) which is typical for relaxor ferroelectrics or ferroelectrics with a diffuse phase transition [3,14]. But there are also significant differences in the behavior of CBN compared to the reference material SBN. For a better comparison Figure 4 shows the normalized dielectric

Figure 1. Temperature dependency of the real (\( \varepsilon' \)) and imaginary (\( \varepsilon'' \)) part of the dielectric constant for CBN:28.

Figure 2. Temperature dependency of the real (\( \varepsilon' \)) and imaginary (\( \varepsilon'' \)) part of the dielectric constant for CBN:Ce. The inset shows the values of \( \varepsilon' \) and \( \varepsilon'' \) as a function of frequency.

Figure 3. Temperature dependency of the real (\( \varepsilon' \)) and imaginary (\( \varepsilon'' \)) part of the dielectric constant for SBN:61.
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constant $\varepsilon'/\varepsilon_m$ for all investigated samples. The peak in the real part of the dielectric constant of undoped CBN exhibits a smaller value of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) than the one for SBN. By comparison with the cerium doped sample it is evidenced that the doping induces a broadening of the peak in the dielectric constant which indicates a more diffuse phase transition characteristic of the material [10,15]. It can be concluded that the dopant has a strong influence on the characteristic of the ferroelectric phase transition of CBN.

The FWHM of the normalized dielectric constant can be used to determine the degree of diffuseness of the phase transition, higher values of FWHM mean a higher degree of diffuseness [15]. The frequency dependence of the FWHM values is shown in Figure 5. The values of the FWHM for pure CBN are about four times smaller than for SBN and indicate a phase transition with a very low degree of diffuseness, whereas for SBN a high degree of diffuseness of the phase transition is known. CBN:Ce shows a diffuse phase transition where the values of the FWHM are only about 1.5 times smaller than the ones for SBN. For CBN and CBN:Ce no frequency dependency of the FWHM can be observed, for SBN, however, an increase of the FWHM with the frequency is found.

In ferroelectric relaxors a dependency of the peak temperature $T_m$ on the measurement frequency is expected [16], which can be described by the Vogel-Fulcher law [17-19]:

$$f = f_0 \exp \left( \frac{T_0}{T_m - T_f} \right)$$

The best fitting parameters are listed in Table 1 and the measurement data and results of the fit are presented in Figure 6. For CBN:Ce and SBN the Vogel-Fulcher law fits excellent to the experimental results. For CBN a fit of the Vogel-Fulcher equation is not reasonable because there is no frequency dependence of $T_m$ in the investigated region from 20 Hz to 1 MHz. This evidences that CBN shows no or only very weak relaxor behavior, but nevertheless a diffuse phase transition because of the broadening of the peak in the dielectric constant shown above. For comparison, also the phase transition temperatures $T_c$ are listed in Table 1—defined as the peak temperatures $T_m$ of $\varepsilon'$ measured at lowest frequencies. For both samples CBN:Ce and SBN, extrapolated freezing temperature $T_f$ is lower than $T_c$ which indicates that the region of glassy freezing is never reached but replaced by a quasi critical behavior. Such a behavior is known from literature for rare earth doped SBN and is considered to be typical for an Ising-type relaxor [10].

Table 1. Best fit parameters of the $T_m$ vs. $f$ data shown in Figure 6 to the Vogel-Fulcher law. For comparison, also the values of $T_c$ are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sample</th>
<th>$f_0$ [Hz]</th>
<th>$T_0$ [K]</th>
<th>$T_f$ [K]</th>
<th>$T_c$ [K]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBN</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBN:Ce</td>
<td>$4.59 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>459.5</td>
<td>462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBN</td>
<td>$1.22 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>351.3</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 4. The normalized dielectric constant $\varepsilon'/\varepsilon_m$ around the peak-temperature $T_m$ at a frequency of 5 kHz.

Figure 5. Frequency dependent plot of the FWHM for the investigated samples.

Figure 6. Frequency dependency of the peak-temperature of $\varepsilon'(T_m)$ and fit according to Vogel-Fulcher’s law described by the solid lines.
The parameter $T_0 = E_a/k_B$ where $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant, describes the average activation energy. The activation energy for CBN:Ce is nearly ten times smaller than the one for SBN. Higher values of this energy are an indication for a rougher landscape of free energy of the system. Doping with cerium in SBN leads to higher values of $T_0$ [20] thus it can be concluded that CBN:Ce has a mainly flat landscape of free energy.

The values of the calculated frequency $f_0$ are far below the soft mode frequency, which is in the order of $10^{10}$ - $10^{11}$ Hz. Following the argumentation in [20] random field correlated polar clusters are assumed to be responsible for this untypical behavior.

For ferroelectric materials with a first or second order phase transition described by Landau’s theory the behavior of the reciprocal dielectric constant above the Curie-Temperature ($T_C$) can be described by the Curie-Weiss Law. But for ferroelectrics with a diffuse or relaxor like phase transition the normal Curie-Weiss Law can only be used in an adequate distance from $T_m$ [21]. Near $T_m$ the reciprocal dielectric constant can be better described by a modified Curie-Weiss Law [22,23]:

$$\frac{1}{\epsilon'} - \frac{1}{\epsilon_m'} = \frac{(T - T_m)}{C_C}$$ (2)

This modified version transforms to the normal Curie-Weiss Law for conventional ferroelectrics because for this materials one gets $\gamma = 1$; for materials with a complete diffuse phase transition $\gamma$ has values near 2. The best fitting of Equation (2) to the experimental results is shown in Figure 7. From the calculated values of $\gamma$ it can be seen that all investigated materials show a partially diffuse phase transition because $\gamma$ has a value around 1.5. The value of $\gamma$ for CBN is slightly smaller than for CBN:Ce which is nearly the same evaluated for SBN, but there is not such a clear difference like in the results for the FWHM. Thence the FWHM should not be used as the sole property for the characterization of the phase transition.

4. Conclusions

The dielectric constant data of CBN, CBN:Ce, SBN show, that the phase transition characteristic of the three materials is considerably different. The analysis of the full-width at half maximum yields a slightly diffuse phase transition characteristic for CBN and a distinct diffuseness of the phase transition for CBN:Ce which is in the range of the phase transition of SBN. From the results of the Vogel-Fulcher law can be obtained that CBN shows no relaxor behavior whereas CBN:Ce shows like SBN a clear frequency dependency of the peak temperature which follows Vogel-Fulcher’s law. Such a deviation is a typical sign of ferroelectric relaxors [10]. Further it was shown, that CBN:Ce has a very flat free energy landscape compared to the well-known ferroelectric relaxor SBN. By the reciprocal dielectric constant and the critical exponent calculated from it was shown that all investigated materials show a partially diffuse phase transition, as the critical exponent of CBN is marginally smaller than the one for CBN:Ce or SBN.

It can be concluded that CBN shows a slightly diffuse phase transition without the typical relaxor behavior whereas CBN:Ce shows a distinctly diffuse phase transition with a typical behavior for ferroelectric relaxors like SBN. Thus, as in the case of SBN, doping with rare earth elements has a strong influence on the phase transition characteristic of CBN.
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